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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
'How old are they, Roxy?'
'Bofe de same age, sir--five months. Dawn de
fust 0' Febtuary.'
'Theytre handsome little chaps. One's just as
handsome as the other, too.'
'Bless yo I soul, ~Iis~to \vilson, it f s pow' ful nice
0' you to say dat, 'ca'se one of 'em ain't on'y a
nigger. Mighty prime little nigger, I allays says,
but datts rcatse it's mine, o'course.,l
In 189",~, r/Iark Twain recognized -that, he could
establish the race difference between two characters in
his book Pudd'n-head Wilson through the use of conversa-
tion. The recording of the character Roxy's words in such
a way as to reflect her dialect, whether an accurate
reproduction or not, set her apart as a black from his
white character, Pudd t nhead ,vilson. From a fllrther look
at the arts of the 1800's, it would appear that other
writers and people working on the stage recognized that a
1~'Iark rrwain, Pudd' nhead '\vilson (New York: Ban"cam
Books, Inc., 1959), p. 9.
1
2unique Black dialect existed and that it could be
used effectively to delineate Black from 'fuite in the
minds of audiences; however, the academic community at
this time was not influenced by these perceptions and
did not recognize the existence of a unique Black dialect. l
As late as 1933, Courat maintained in the Linguistic Atlas
of the U.S. and Canada that dialect was primarily the
result of geographic factors which supported the idea that
regional dialects existed but not social class or race-
related dialects, and it wasntt until the 1960's that the
academic cOlnnlunity began to consider that dialects could
be related to social and cultural factors as well as to
geographic 2factors.
It is against the background- of only-recent
change in academic opinion concerning dialect that one
can see the origin of the often reported statement that the
Black urban child is deficient in language. His dialect
had not been generally recognized as a variant of English
and so his manner of speaking was considered by many to
be tlpathological, disordered, 'lazy speech. 1tl3 Others,
1J • L. Dillard, IlBlack English" (Talk presented at
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
January 24, 1974).
2 ..... " • ~
.LOl.u ••
3Stella L. Welty, "Reading and Black English,n in
~a,tlgua~e, Reaqing, aIld the Communicat;io'n Process, ed. by
Carl _Braun (:N'ewark, Delaware: International Reading
Assoc~ation, 1971), pp. 72-73.
3in particular Bereiter and Engelman, said that the language
deficiency of Black children reflected a language develop-
ment level that was inadequate for perfonning higher
1level cognitive tasks. Still others maintained that
the deficiency was caused by harsh punishment and by the
methods used to raise the child, poor die-c, and excessi',e
noise in the environment. 2 ''lith the advent of study of
the language forms of the Black chi~d many linguists have
recognized Black Dialect as a language form that is not a
substandard form of standard English but is rather a
distinct variety of English that is a valid form for
communication and that has a definite structure and order·.
The linguists t view of dialect as a different form of
English rather than a deficient use of standard English
has not met with general acceptance in the schools and
a negative attitude towards the use of dialect still per-
sists. Baratz and Baratz suggest that the separate,
systematic nature of the dialect is not recognized be-
cause of tlle dialect's "superficial similari-tyn to
IJohn B. Carrol, "Language and Cognition: Current
Perspectives from Linguistics and Psychology," in
Language Differences: Do They Interfere? ed. by James L.
Laffey and Roger Shuy (Newark, Delaware: International
Reading Association, 1973), pp. 173-185.
2Nicholas Anastasiow, Oral La~uage: Expression
£f Thought (Newark, Delaware: International ieading
Association~ 1971), pp. 22-23.
standard English and because feelings of fear and
superiority exist in the majority group.l
Definition of Terms
Some of the terms that will be used in this paper
are discussed below.
Dialect has been defined by Malstrom as follows:
Dialect means a variety of language spoken by a
distinct group of people in a definite place. A
dialect varies in pronunciation, vocabulary, and
grammar from other v,arieties of ·the same language. • • •
Often the line between a dialect and a language is
hard to draw. A dialect is enough like another
form of speech to be understandable to speakers of
the latter. 2
The dialect spoken by urban Black children has been
called by var.ious naines lvith N{~gro Nonstandard English
and Black Englisl} being the most usually-used t,erms ..
The author of this paper will use the tenn Black English
except when some other term has been used by a particular
source. The various terms should be taken to refer to
that dialect generally spoken by Black urban children.
The term standard English is not a well defined
term. Goodman says that ttthere is by no means agreeme,nt
lSteven Baratz and Joan C. Baratz, "Negro Ghetto
Children and Urban Education: A Cultural Solution,"
florida FL Reeorter, VII (Spring/Summer, 1969), 14.
2Jean Halstrom, I1Dialects-Updated,n Flor.ida FL
Reporter, VII (Spring/Sammer, 1969), 47.
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on what standard American English is."l Is is possibly
best defined as that form of English Wllich nthe school,
text or teacher treats as standard,,2 or the accepted
middle-class white speech patterns of a particular
region.
The term interference "refers to the tendency of
individuals to make a foreign language conform to the
sound and structure of their native. lan~~age • • • • (and)
also operates when speakers of one dialect of a particular
language learn ano·ther dialect of that language." 3
Statement and Limitations of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to present in a
concise form a review of the literature concerning the
relationship of the language pattern of Black urban c~ildren
tor-eading achieveUlent. To this end, it was necessary to
review the difference between Black English and standard
English, to consider what effect, if any, these differences
have on reading achievement and to review the programs
1Kenn·eth S. Goodman, ttDialect Barriers ..to Reading
Comprehension," Elementary English, XLII (December, 1965),
853. .
2Ibid ••
3Kenneth R. Johnson, "Standard English and Disadvan-
taged Black Children:' Teaching Strategies, Tt in Teachin_~
·the L.an.uuaO"e Arts to CuIturall Differen-t Children, ed. by
'villiam W. Joyce and James A. Banks Reading, Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1971), P9 122.
6suggested for use in reading instructio~ for Black urban
children that are based on a consideration of the child's
language pattern.
The writer of this paper was concerned with the
literature most recently published in the area of study
and thus included only literature published in the last
six years unless the material was considered to be particu-
larly significant to the topic development.
A justification for this study is seen in the
following quote of Ruterford from R~ading Goals for the
Disadvantaged:
Reading specialists and linguists, especially the
linguists, have discovered and made available a wealth
of in-formatioK'l tha"t, l"elates to the teaching of reading
to dialec·ti(~,a.lly diff<~rent children. _Even though this
knowledge has not been organized into a~ single,
• .c • d . -'. · t · · 1 b' d ·t·· b tlln~J. .1.e sys-r,ein, ~ 3..8 ava~ a _t.e an· 1 ~s ~ncum, In
on inservice teachers to seek it out and use it.
lWilliam Ruterford, "Teaching Reading to Children
with Dialect Differences," in Reading Goals for the Disad-
v,:lntaged, ed. by J. Allen Figurel (t~ewark, Del Eiware:
Il1.ternational Reading Association, 1970) ,p. 123-
CJIAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A Look at Black Englis~
• • '. it Inay be difficul"c to imagine hOly great are
the pressures against the recognition, description, or
even mention of black speech p,atterns. For various
reasons, many teachers, principals, and civil rights
leaders wish to deny that the existence of patterns
of black speech is a linguistic and social reality
in -the United States today. The most careful state-
ment of the situation as it actually exists might
read as follows: Many features of pronunciation,
grammar, and lexicon a're closely associated 1i.-i-th black
speakers, so closely as to identify the great majority
of black people in the northern cities by their speech
alone. l
The specific characteristics of Black English that have
been identified are not used by all Negroes nor are all
of the specific characteristics used exclusively by
Negroes but rather it is necessary to think of Black
English as a system or pattern of language norms tha-t are
used by Black kaericans. 2
lWilliam Labov, ~anguage in the Inner City Studies
in the Black Vernacular (Philadelphia: Unive~Bity of
~ennsylvania Press, 1972), p. 7.
2Barbara Y. Gordon, lIBook Review of J.:eaching Black
Cllilidren to Read, " Flo~ridaFL Reoorter:, VII (Spring!
Su.mmer, 1969J j 150.
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8'lith the drive to have Black English recognized
as a legitimate form of the English lang~age and to define
the characteristics of Blael< English whicll set it off from
standard English, there arose a need to develop a sununary
of the historical background of the fortnation of Black
English. \vhile several linguists, especially Dillard,
Labov, Laffley and Malstrom, have contributed to the develop-
ment of this historical background, Steward published a
concise summary in 1967. In line witll the ideas of these
and other linguists, he saw the development of Black English
as paralleling the development of the English-African slave
trade and the system of slavery as persued on New World
plantations:
Of those Africans who fell victim t& the Atlantic
slave trade and were brought to the New World, many
found it necessary to lerirn some kind of English.
\tlithvery few exce.ptions, the form of English which
they acquired was a pidginized one and this kind of
English became so well established as the principal
medil.Lll of communication between Negro slaves in tIle
British colonies that it was passed on as a creole
language to succeeding generations of the Newl,vorld
Negroes, for whom it was their native tongue.
One factor affecting the acquisition of pidginized and later
Creole English was the "colonial policy of mixing slaves
f · t· b 1 .. ,,2 th t · d th d 1 to var10US r1 a or1g1ns a requ1re e eve opmen .
l'Yilliam A. Stewart, "Sociolinguistic Factors in
the History of American Negro Dialec·ts, n a reprint from
Florida FL Reoorter (Spring/Summer, 1967), 2.
2Ibid., p. 3.
9of a common communication channel on the plantation. The
system of slavery on the plantation further created a
differentiation between field hands and house servants
that allowed selected slaves a chance to imitate the
speech of their white masters while the field hands re-
tained their creole form.! Stewart continues to sum up
the historical development in the followirlg quote:
After the Civil War, with the abolition of slavery,
the breakdown of the plantation system, and the steady
increas~ in education for poor as well as afflu~nt
Negroes, the older field-hand creole English began to
lose many of its creole characteristics, and take on
Inore al~d more of the features of tl1.e local \ihite
langllage. • • •
Over the last two centuries, the proportion of
American Negroes who speak a perfectly s·tandard variety
of English has risen from a small group of privileged
house slaves aIld free }~egroes to perSOI1S nwnbering ill
the hundreds of thousands, and perhaps even millions.
Yet there is still a sizeable number of American Negroes--,-
whose speech may be radically nonstandard. The non-
standard features in the speech of such persons may be
due in part to the influence of the nonstandard dia-
lects of wll.ites with WhODI they or their aIlcestors have
come in· contact, but they also may be due to the sur-
vival of creolisms from the older Negro field-hand
speech of the plantations. 2
Labov lends further support for the creole influence
on the development of Black English when he contrasts
the language patterns of northern urban Negroes with
southern regional patterns which generally marked Negro
contact with whi-te speech. He says that many southern
!Ibid., p. 4.
2 I " ·dD~ ••
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pronunciation patterns are not used by urban Negroes,
that consonant cluster and other simplications in Black
English sllggest different underlying granunatical forms
and rules and that there are Black English features
reflecting a different organization of the tense and as-
pect system that is more character-is"tic of tIle creole
heritage. l
Although there are several ways in which one
linguistic system can vary from another, in particUlar,
"by a unique combina"tion of language features: words and
meanings, grarnmatical forms, phrase-structures, pronuncia-
,.,
tiona, patterns of stress and intona-tion,".r:." the character-
istics of Black English that are most considered in the
literature can be grouped into two categories: phonological
variables and gran~atical variables. The area of phono-
logical variables includes those differences that are
related to the sound patterns in language whereas grammatical
variables include those differences that are reflected in
the structural patterns.
The major initial work on delineating the character-
istics of Black English was donel by Labov and has since
1Labov, Language in the Inner City, pp. 8-9.
2Raven lYIcDa'vid, nSense and Nonsense About .American
Dialects,!f in Teaching -the Language Arts to CuItu.rally
Different Children~ ed. by ~villiam lv., Joyce and James ~J\.
Banks (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Inc., 1971), p. 84.
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been amplified by other linguists. Labov's work is
generally used as the basis for discussion by other writers
when considering the many facets of dialect differences and
their relationship to other areas. 'Vhen considering the
extensive work of Labov and those studies based on his
work, it is important that tile reader not think tllat a
complete picture of the differences between Black English
and standard English has been developed. As Rystrom
points ou·t n • • • the research conduc·ted by a number of
linguists has provided glimpses into the nature of the
black dialect; it has not, however, presented a comprehen-
sive picture of how this dialect differs from other dia-
1 t ,,1ec s • • • That is to say that while the Labov studies
and their count~erparts are tIle best available studies of
the differences, more research is needed to establish a
complete picture of those differences. In fact, it must
be remembered that Goodman has said that there is not even
agreement on what constitutes Standard English. 2 Because
Labov's work is used by many writers as a basis for their
interpretations of Black English and their comments on its
lRichard Rystrom, «Linguistics and the Teaching of
Reading, n Journal o·f Reading Behavi~~r:, IV (''linter, 1971....
72), 38.
2Goodman, "Ilialect Barriers, tt p. 853.
1 ')
l._
effect in other areas, a summary of his materials on
differences is presented below.l
The first area of differences to be considered is
the area of phonological variables. Labov suggests that
Whetl considering the phonological variables one discovers
that there are sets of homonyms which exist for Black
English but do not exist for standard English.' He
suggests that problems in understanding can arise if the
teacher is unaware of the homonyms and the underlying
pllonological features that cause them. The homonyms can
further serve to clarify the meaning of the statements
of-differences. The phonological variables are:
1. the featur-'e of r-less,ne,ss in which tl1.e r before
consonants or at the end of words ~sdropped
resulting in 11.oinonyms such as guard--god, par--pa,
sore--saw, .fort~-fought, court--caught. Further an
£ before vowels may be glided or dropped and the r
between two vowels in the middle of a word may not
be pronounced resulting in homonyms such as Carol--
Cal, Paris--pass, terrace--test. A third case of r-
lessness covers the deletion of an £ following initial
lThe paragraphs that follow summarize the work of
l~illiam Labov as presented in his Language in the Inner City,
pp. 10-35, and in iiSome Sources of Reading Problems for
Negro Speakers of }lonstandard English" in J. Baratz and R.
Shuy (eds.) Teaching Black Children to Read (1vashin,gton.,
D. C. : Center for Applied Linguistics, 1969), pp. 117-
137.
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consonants and before back rounded vowels particu-
larly in the words throw, through, threw, and
throat.
2. tIle feature of l-lessness in which tIle sound of 1
is deleted or replaced with a back unrounded glide
and which occurs in si~tuations similar' to those
affecting ~ resulting in homonyms such as toll--tol,
help--hep, tool--too, all--awe, soul--saw, fault--
.fought.
3. the simplication of consonant clusters, particularly
those ending in It/ or I d,1 or lsi or I z/, at the end
of words, in whicl1. the clusters are redtlCed to a
single COflsonan-t resulting in homonyms similar to
past--pass, rift--riff, meant--men, mend--men,
wind--wine J hold--hole. If §.E. or sl, precede the
final s the simplication can follow the pattern as
shown in the homonyms asks--ask--ass. Further,
in Is/ and Iz/ clusters either the first or second
element can be lost.
4. some weakening of final consonants is seen with It/
and /d/ most affected followed by /g/, /k/, Im/ and
Inl resulting in the homonyms boot--boo, feed--feet,
road--row, poor--poke--pope, seat--seed--see, bit--
bid--big.
5. other less important changes and an example of
resulting 110monyms are
Iii = lei pin = pen
/ih/ = /eh/ b,eer = bear
/uhl = lohl sure = sllore
lay! and I al-l/ = /ah/ find - found = fond
loy/ = /h/ boil = 'ball
/0/ = If/ death = deaf
/0/ = Iv/ batlle = have
/str/ = /skr/ steam = scream
......,
/Sr/ == (sw, sr, s) shrimp = srimp = s'Wimp
After examining the phonological differences, Labov points
out that
As we examine the various final consonants affected
by the phonological processes, we find that these are
the same consonants which represent the principal
English inflections. The shifts in the sound system
therefore often COiIlcide with grammatical differences
between nonstandard and standard English. (p. 23)
The grammatical differences that have been reported by
Labov are:
1. Possessive: absence of //sl/ inflection due to
overall simplication pattern and Ilr// change that
results in the use of "youtf and "they" for "your"
and "their" and that change the standard form pre-
sentation of the possessive.
2. Future forms: the future forms are affected by
the loss of 1 as in the forms ttyou'll U and "he'lln;
however variants of going such as gon' and gonna
are used to express future.
3. Copula: for various phonological reasons the
verb forms of "be" are not expressed in sentences
so that for example w;e 1 re becomes 'tie and you're belln-'
comes approximately you.
Pas"t: the /"t,d! of the past tense is lost by
phonological process such as is seen when passed
becomes pass or picked becomes pick, but past
tense does exist in some irregular forms. It
appears that the ending ed does not serve as a
past tense marker in Black English.
JJ.1here aI'te five other varia'bles 't-'ihich are not in-
eluded in Labov's discussion of grammatical variables
that are generally in the literature. I' They can be
summarized as:
IPor instance see: Anastasiow. Oral Language, pp.
22-26; Beryl Loftman Bailey, "Language and Communication
Styles of Afro-American Children in the United States,"
FloridaFL Reporter, VII (Spring/Summer, 1969), 46, 153;
Ralph '!;v. Fasold and Wal t Wolfram, nSome Linguistic Features
of Negro Dialect," in Teachin Standard Enalish in the Inner
City, ed. by Ralph \v. Fasold and Roger l·Y. Shuy 'vashington,
D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1970), pp. 41-83;
Frank J. Sciara, ttThe Language of Disadvantaged: Etiology
Characteristics, and Suggested, Intervention Techniques, n
(Bethesda, ~fd.: 'tIeR/ERIC Micro Form, Ed04347, 1970); Roger
Shuy', "Lan,guage Variation and Literacy, n in Reading Goals
for ·tIle Disadvantaged, ed. by J • Allen Figurel (N,ewark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1970); and
lvelty, uR-eading and Black English".
] 6
1. there is exclusion of person--number agreement
particularly in the third person singular present
as seen wIlen He runs becomes He run.
2. there is exclusion of the plural marker on nouns
as seen when three bOls becomes three boy.
3. there.is a use of negation and negative forms that
differs from the standard usage and that includes
the use of double negatives.
4. tllere is restructuring of the past conditional
question such that Do you know if he can &0 be-
comes Do you know can he ~.
5. there is a special use of the form be as described
by Ftlnkhouser:
It means that some object or event±s distributed
in some habitual manner in time. In a sentence like
she be bad the speaker is not proclaiming a permanent
quality about a lady or even indicating an intermittent
condition of 'badness'. It is not a deviant form of
She is bad or She was and still is and always will be
bad. Black Vernacular English thus can express gram-
matically what other dialects must express verbally.l
After reviewing the preceding summary of Labov's
description of phonological and gra~~atical variables and
the added grammatical variables from other researchers,
the reader should further consider that any number of
features from either category could interact at any given
instant to produce the pattern that is divergent from
1James L. Funkhouser, ff.A Various Standard, ff College
English, XXXIV (October, 1972), 809.
standard English. The following situation can be con-
sidered as a simple example of such a possible occurence.
The teacher asks the child to use the word end in a
sentence and the child responds, "lIe go in them tllree car. tf
The child has responded \iith \vhat, for him, is a homonym
of the desired word; he has heard a simplified final
consonant cluster and has not discriminated the vowel
sounds Iii and lei. He further ha~' not conserved person--
number agreement in his use of ~ in place of goes and he
has not included the plural marker s on his nOl.ln car.
-
It is hoped that by looking at one example of a
characteristic r·esponse, the read.er ',iill see that a famili-
arity with the historical background and the reported
characteristics of Black English is a necessary factor in
developing respect for and an understanding of the language
of the black urban child. It is .important that the
reader remembers that "every dialect is in itself a
legitimate form. of the language, a valid instrument of
1hwnan communication, and something worthy of study."
The Ouestion of Interference
...
\Vhen he comes to SCllool, the urban Black child
brings with him a personal language system that he has
lRaven T. NcDavid, "Sense and Nonsense," p. 84.
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developed in the context of his cultural setting to
meet his communication needs. His language npermits the
expression of a certain very wide range of information,
1
experiences, feelings and thoughts Tf regardless of the
fact that his cultural-economic setting may demand the.use
of the dialect Black English that differs in specific
ways from the standard system generally in use" in the
schools. His own degree of competence in his dialect will
vary from that of other users of the dialect depending on
such factors as his degree of creativity and reasoning. 2
Because his Black English is different from standard
English, school personnel may misinterpret his level of
language develo.pment because they assess his speech "as
an indicator of poorly developed language~nd thinking
abilities rather than only a different language. 1I3
The problem of having a different, possibly
unacceptable, language pattern is magnified when the
child approaches beginning reading. There is general
agreement by educators that the child must have some
minimal level of language proficiency before he can learn
to read. Hildreth lends support to the concept of a crucia1
1Carrol, "Language and Cognition," p. 177.
2 __-. · d~., p. 180.
3Anastasiow, Oral Language, p. 24.
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role for minimal language facility with her statements
that the words children use in their Olin speech are easier
for them to read in print than words tlley do not use and
that deficient readers are generally deficient in oral
1language. There appears however to be a lack of agree-
ment on what is the minimal level of proficiency and whether
that proficiency must be in the standard English of the
2
classroom. There thus arises the'question of whether
the use of Black English by the child as his only form of
language interferes with llis learning to read standard
English materials and if it does, to what degree.
The reader is rem~nded that interference was
earlier defined as "the teIldency of i·ndividuals to ma!-{e
a foreign language conform to the sound and strtlcture of
their native languag·e" and that i·t also operates when
speakers of one dialect of a particular language learn
another dialect of that language. 1I3 It can further be said
that interference occurs when "the dialect pattern imposes
itself upon certain aspects of reading performance;" in
particular it occurs between the vocabulary, sound and
lGertrude Hildreth, "Linguistic Factors in Early
Reading Instruction, n The Readi.n.g Teacher, XVIII (December,
1964), 172-178.
2Ruterford, "Teaching Reading," p. 120.
3Above" p. 4.
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grammar of standard and nonstandard English."l The
following quote from Goodman illuminates the above
definitions:
A group of second-graders were reading round-robin
fashion. It was Jim's turn. 'There was a lot of goats,'
he read. 'There was black goats and white goats. t
His teacher smiled encouragingly. fWould you re-
peat that, please, Jim,' she said.
Somewhat puzzled, Jim reread: 'There was a lot of
goats. There was black goats and white goats.'
Still smiling, his teacher stepped to the board.
In excellent manuscript she wrote two words. 'Do you
see the difference in these words?' she said.
'Yes, tl1ey have different endings, r said Jim.
'Can you read these words?' the teacher asked.
"'las, were, t Jim read.
'Good,' said the teacher.
t This' is was, and this is were. Now read again
what you just read from the book.'
'There was a lot of ••• r Jim began.
'No, no!' his teacher said'with some annoyance.
'It's were. 'There were a lot of goats.' Now please
read. '
'There were a lot of goats. There was black goats
and • • • t 2
Gooronan's quote is interpreted by Isenbarger and Smith as:
The teacher in this example is unaware of 'what is
happening in her st·ud·ent I s mind. She believes that he
has a perceptual problem: that of discerning the
difference between was and were. But what he is ac-
tually doing is translating t:tl; printed word into his
lJohn K. Sherk, npsychological Principles in a
Strategy for Teaching the Reading of a Standard Dialect,"
in Reading: Process and Peda~ogx, Nineteenth Yearbook
of the National Reading Conference (Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
The National Reading Conference, Inc., 1970), p. 291.
2Kenneth S. Goodman, "The Linguistics of Reading,"
Elementarz School Journal, LXIV (April, 1964), 360.
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own spoken dialect. He is using his own language
system, in which 'There was a lot of goats' is the
correct form. l
The remarks on the question of interference do
not all tend to support its existence as a factor
affecting reading achievement. There are two major
areas of dispute. The first area concerns the possible
confusion arising from the lack of auditory discrimination
of sounds in words when those sounds are not included in
Black English. The existence of this confusion was
supported by Labov when he noted that such a problem
might arise if the teacher is not aware of the homonyms
that exist in Black English that do not exist in Standard
English. 2 Generally those writers supporting the case
for interference hold that problems arising from sound
differences are probably less significant a cause of
reading problems than grammatical differences. 3 Research
l.1oan Isenbarger and Veta Smith, "How '''ould You Feel
If You IIad to Change Your Dialect?" En~glis}l Journal, LXII
(September, 1973), 99~
2Above, pp. 12-13.
3For instance, see: Eric Brown, ftImplications of a
Theory of Reading, U (Bethesda, Md.: NCR/ERIC lrIicro Form,'
Ed049891, 1971); Carolyn· Burke, "Dialect and the Reading
Process, n in Language Differences:. Do They Interfere? ed.
by James L. Laffey and.Roger Shuy (Newark, Delaware: Inter-
national Reading Association, 1973), pp. 91-100; Paul Jay
Melmed, "Black English Phonology: The Question of Read~ng
In'terference, It Ibid., pp. 70-85; and Carmen A. 0 I Brien,
~eaching the La~ge-DifferentChild to Read (Col:unbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973', pp.
29-42~
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done by Wilcox using an auditory discrimination test
given by both a dialect speaker and a standard English
speaker led her to form the tentative conclusion that
Tffamiliarity with speech pattern context of the presentation
was not a significant factor in phonimic auditory discrimi-
nation ability"l without considering that the children
who spoke standard English did score higher on· both
versions of the test and that the test used (W~pman) in-
eludes words that could be homonyms in Black English.
However, .Cohen was not tentative in his statements about
role· for auditory discrimination in comprehens~on. He
asserted that the dialect-speaking child has his auditory
abilities trained by television and if a lack of auditory
ability could exist, good teaching could solve it because
"rnost children can learn to discrimirlate so·unds in words
if they are taught to do so independent of their articula~
tion. n2
The second area of dispute evolves from the state-
ment that "The mismatch between Black English (BE) syntax
and Standard English (SE) syntax requires the Black child
to translate written SE into spoken BE. That translation
1Margaret R. \vilcox, " Auditory Discrimination, Dia-
lect and Reading Achievement," (Bethesda, Md.: NCR/ERIC
Micro Form, Ed046659, 1969).
2S ,;;'Ala·!1f.Cohen and Thelma Cooper, "Seven Fallacies:
Reading Retardation and the Urban Disadvantaged Beginning
Reade·r, ft The Reading Teacher, XX"I (October, 1972), 43.
process increases the opportunity for a communication
breakdown. fll Four research studies were found to support
this statement. 2 In all but one case, the repeating or
reading of standard English sentences was used to see how
often the child used Black English grammatical structures
to replace the standard English forms and to see if he
maintained comprehension in the process. Tatam devised
her study in a more general way than the other writers to
see if reading comprehension was improved by using
materials that were based on the frequent oral language
patterns of the children. She concluded that using known
language structure patterns facilitated comprehension. 3
Other authors also comment on the existence of interference
lIbid., p. 40.
2Ames and Rosen, "Influence of Nonstandard Dialect,"
pp. 45-55; 'vilbur S. Ames, Carl L. Rosen, and Arthur V. Olso,
nThe Effects of 'Nonstandard Dialect on the Oral Reading Be-
havior of Fourth Grade Black Children," in Language,
Readin and the Communication Process, ed. by Carl Braun
Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1971);
Joan C. Baratz, "Educational Considerations for Teaching
Standard English to Negro Children," in :rea,ching Standard
English in the Inner City, ed. by Ralph 'v. Fasold and
Roger W. Shuy (Washington, D. C.: Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1970), pp. 20-40; and Susan Masland Tatam,
"Reading Comprehension of Materials \vritten with Select
Oral Language Patterns: A Study at Grade Two and Four,"
Reading Research Quarterll, V (Spring, 1970), 402-426.
3Tatam, "Reading Comprehension," pp. 402, 424.
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due to grammatical variances. l In their research
supporting the contrary view, Hall, Turner and Russell
maintained that there is little support for believing that
speaking Black English impedes comprehension of standard
English sentences. 2 . \"eber further suggests that style
differences between spoken and written standard English
may eliminate any advantage that standard speakers might
have over Black English speakers in comprehending reading
materials. 3
It does appear that there are equally loud reports
on both sides of the disagreement on the role of dialect
in reading achievement. There does also appear to be
little good research available to support either position
and, although this writer did find - more research to support
lPor instance, see: Baratz and Baratz, "Negro
Ghetto Children," pp. 13-14; Goodman, "Dialect Barriers,"
pp. 853-860; Roger 'V'. Shuy, "A Linguistic Background for
Developing Beginning Reading ~Iaterials for Black Children, tf
in Teaching Black Children to Read, ed. by Joan C. Baratz,
and Roger W. Shay (Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1969), ,pp. 124-131; and 'villiam Steward, ftUrban
Negro Speech: Sociolinguistic Factors Affecting English --
Teaching," FloridaFL Reporter, VII (Spring/Summer, 1969),
50-53, 166.
2Vernon C. Hall, Ralph R. Turner, and William Russell,
t1Ability of Children from Four Subcultures and T\vo Grade
Levels to Imitate and Comprehend Critical Aspects of Standard
English: A Test of the Different Language Explanations,"
Journal of Educational Psychologl, LXIV (April, 1973), 157.
3Rose-Marie Weber, "Some Reservations on the Signifi-
cance of Dial'ect in the Acquisition of Reading, n in Reading
Goals for the Disadvanta ed, ed.by J. Allen Figurel
Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1970).
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the existence of interference, there does not appear to be
sufficient research to define the role of interference
in reading achievement. Schneider supports this con-
elusion wIlen she says that tIle question "that deviations
in a child's dialect from standard English pose serious
obstacles to learning to read remains a hypothesis_"l
It is possible that some of the difficulty of
arriving at research conclusions that clearly support or
refute the role of interference comes from the fact that
the effect of dialect is difficult to isolate as a
separate variable from other factors affecting reading
achievement. One such factor is possible negative teacher
attitude toward the use of dialect and the effect this
attitude has on the child's sense of being able to achieve.
Teacher expectation has been shown to have a major effect
on a child's achievement and could well be influenced by
a negative attitude toward dialect. There is also the
factor of low socioeconomic background that the urban
child who uses Black English may also bring to the
learning process.. His cultural patterns and his experiences
may be markedly different from those of his teacher and
those presented in his reading "materials. These differences
might affect his comprehension of and interest in the
IMary Schneider, "Black Dialect: The Basis for aD
Approach to Reading Instruction,," Educational Leadershie,
XX'/III (February, 1971), 549.
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materials he is presented and thus affect his reading
achievement. One last possible factor that was pointed
out by Ames and Rosen as a variable that may have affected
their research results and that might in fact affect
the results of other research into dialect interference,
was. the fact that tllose children 'tvho were so disabled
as readers that they could not read the test materials were
eliminated from their study; those may be the children for
1
whom interference was an unsurmountable problem.
There is clearly a need for continued research
into t~e problem of interference as it affects reading
ach.ievement; however it would appear that until such addition-
al research has been completed the teacher should conclude
that the low reading achievement of her urban Black child
might be related to the fact that the child knows only
Bl~ck English and that she should therefore be aware of
the characteristics of the dialect and should study the
alternatives suggested for teaching reading to children
who speak Black English.
Alternatives in Reading Instruction
There are four alternatives suggested for teaching
reading to children who speak Black English. The alterna~
tives are:
l'vilbur S. Alnes and Carl L. Rosen, "Influence of
Nonstandard Dialect on the Oral Reading Behavior of Fourth
Grade Black Chi1dren Under Two Stimuli Conditions," in
Better Readin in Urban Schools, ed. by J. Allen Figurel
Newark,Delaware: International Reading Association, 1972),
p. 54.
1. training the child in the use of standard English
prior to beginning reading instruction so that he
is prepared for instruction using regular standard
English materials;
2. instructing the child with regular standard English
materials but accepting a dialect rendering of
those materials;
3. instructing the child using'the language experience.
approach, recording his stories as delivered in
dialect but including a steady transition into
stories that are in standard English, and
4. instructing the child using materials written in
Black English, progressing through transitional
materials to standard English materials~
There are argtlnlents both in favor of and against each
alternative; however, although there are many respected
people presenting ideas in the field, there is a paucity
of worthwhile research to support the various arguments.
So that the reader might get a feeling for the interaction
between the arguments being presented, the four alterna-
tives will be examined to see how they relate to problems
that might develop in three broad areas: problems related
to implementation, problems related to the Black community
and problems related to the child.
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The first probleln related to implementation is
the problem of teacher training. This problem is found
in all four areas to varying degrees. In each case, the
teacher must have at least some basic familiarity with
and understanding of Black English. l A more extensive
training would be required for teachers in alternatives
two and three. In alternative two the teacher' must be
trained in Black English to such a degree that she can
isolate reading errors from the restructuring of the
standard English patterns into dialect. 2 In three,
she must be trained in discriminating the language
patterns so that she can record them.
A second problem develops from a lac~ of available
materials and is seen in alternatives one --arid four. At
this time, there does not appear to be any series of
materials commercially produced or methods suggested that
have been proven to be effective in the teaching of
Standard English to speakers of dialect at a young age. 3
lRystrom, "Linguistics and the Teaching of Reading,1l
pp. 34-39; Shuy, "Language Variation," pp. 17-20.
~valter Wolfram, "Sociolinguistic Alternatives in
Teaching Reading to Nonstandard Speakers," Reading Research
Quarterl~, VI (Fall, 1970), 9-33.
3James Sledd, "Bi-Dialectalism: The Linguistics of
White Supremacy," English Journal, LVIII (December, 1969),
1307-1315, 1329;. Richard L. Venezky, "Nonstandard Di;llect
and Reading, ft Elementary English, XLVII (~'farch, 197'0),
334-345.
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Nor are materials commercially available that incorporate
the use of Black English in lower level texts to replace
standard English. l Scant research has been done on the
preparation of such materials. 2
A final problem rests in teacher attitudes. Teacher
attitude toward dialect is a factor in areas two, three,
and four because these areas require that the teacher
accept the child's Black English as a medi~~ in mlich they
can wor'k toward his learning to read. This is a real
problem. 3
The prob1ems related to the Black community reflect
the social import of what happens in reading instruction
in the school. If the school chooses to follow alterna-
tive one, then reading instruction must be delayed until
standard English has been mastered. This delay in in-
struction is for an undetermined length of time, possibly
1lValter A. 1~lolfram and Ralph 'v. Fasold, n Toward
Reading Materials for Speakers of Black English: Three
Linguisti.cally l\ppropriate Passages, It in Teaching .Black
Children to Read, ed. by Joan C. Baratz and Roger W. Shuy
(Washington D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1969),
p. 141.
2Ronald L. Crammer, tlDialectology--A Behavior to
be Considered in Teaching Children to Read" (Bethesda, ~Id.:
NCR/ERIC Micro Form, Ed 046653), p. 3; Gerald M. Phillips,
et al., TIle De'velo ment of Oral Communication in the Class-
room (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1970 , p. 193.
3Crammer, "Dialectology, It p. 4; Brown, Eric, "Impli-
cations of a Theory of Reading". (Bethesda, Md.: NCR/ERIC
~Iicro Form, Ed 049891, 1971), p. 6.
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as short as a few months or as long as two years. In
either case, the idea of a delay in starting formal
2
reading instruction has not proven popular with parents.
A second problem emerges from the use of alternatives
three and four, particularly four, because these two
require that Black English be written down, and thus
formally codified. 3 Goodman predicted this problem when
he said that
Primarily the opposition of the parents and the
leaders in the speech community must be reckoned with.
They would reject the use of special materials which
are based on a non-prestigious dialect. They usually
share the v~ew of the general culture that their
speech is not the speech of cultivation and literature. 4
A third community attitude is also related to
alternatives three and four and somewhat to two. The
attitud~ is stated "to attempt to lock (our children) into
a provincial patois is to limit their opportunities in
the world at large. II5 The inclusion of dialect in reading
instruc·tion is seen by many members of the community as
lCrammer, "Dialectology," p. 4; Venezky, "Nonstan-
dard Dialect," p. 341.
2Crammer, "Dialectology," p. 4.
~vil1iam A. Ste'J,vart, "Current Issues in the TJse of
Negro Dialect in Beginning Reading Texts,rt Florida FL Re-
porter, VIII (Spring/Fall, 1970), 7.
4Goodman, "Dialect Barriers," p. 859.
5Ceorge R. Beissel, "Comments on James Sledd,"
Colle,ge En,21ish, XXXIV (Janl~ary, 1973) 582, quoting
"Editorial, tt The Crisis (;\pril, 1971); The Crisis is the
Journal of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
an attempt to separate the child from the mainstream of
A · 1mer.l.can success.
The remaining problems to be looked at are those
that relate to the child. Because the child is at the
center of the learning situations his chance for success
and his possible confusions arising from instruction are
of paramount importance. A major problem arising out
of following alternative one is that of the child's moti-
vation for learning the necessary material. He may see
little need to learn standard English because he would
have little opportunity to use it outside of his classroom
interaction with his teacher. "ithou·t motivation and rein-
forcement;. from the env"ironment outside of school, progress
could well be slow. 2 If alternative two is followed, the
child may be called on to use sound-symbol relationships
that may result in conflict in relating his spoken pattern
to the written pattern. 3 In alternatives three and four
the child is required to make a transition from one type
of materials to another which might also result in con-
fusion if the transition is not carefully controlled. 4
1Stewart, "Current Issues, ff p. 6.
2Goodman, "Dialect Barriers," p. 859.
3Crammer, "Dialectology," p. 4.
~Hlliam A. Stewart, nOn· the Use of Negro Dialect in
the Teaching of Reading, n in Teachin;g Black Cllildren to Read,
ed. by Joan C. Baratz and Roger \v. Shuy ('vashington, D.C.:
Center for. Applied Linguistics, 1969), pp. 184-186; Joan C.
Baratz, "Beginning Readers for Speal<:ers of Divergent Dia-
lects" (De·thesda, ?tId.: NCR/ERIC Micro Form, Ed 034664).
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The preceding material covers the major problems
related to using each of four alternatives in teaching
the Black-English speaking child to read. It is also
possible to compare the programs one against another.
If one looks generally at the four programs, it is
seen that alternative one, which requires the child to
adapt to standard English before reading instruction is
begun, is in contrast to the otller three alternatives
which, in their own ways, require the teacher to adapt
to Black English usage. It is possible then to look at
the factors that are given as positive factors Ln favor of
following alternative one as opposed to following the other
three alternatives. It is also possible to look at those
factors given in favor of following any of the three alter-
natives against following alternative one.
Those factors that are in support of using alter-
native one are:
1. It is closest to the current practice even though
it does require using a more structured program
than is currently used.
2. The teacher's attitude toward the use of Black
English does not enter in as a factor in reading
instruction.
3. The child must learn standard English to move ahead
in today's society; he should learn it early so that
he is reinforced by using it for reading instruction.
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Those factors that are in support of using the other
three alternatives are:
1. The child can continue to use his dialect and thus
maintain positive feelings toward it; he can see
his dialect as respected by the school even if it
is different from the schoolts own dialect.
2. These alternatives stress learning reading over
changing the child's langua~e pattern.
3. It is not necessary to delay reading instruction.
4. The use of these alternatives does not preclude
teaching standard English but it does require
tha-t such training be separate from reading
instruction so that both can proceed efficiently.
5. The prognosis for success in learning standard
Engl~sh is low without motivation coming from the
need to use the form with the peer group or in
the home environment. It would appear that in-
struction at a later age is more effective because
the young person may be broadening his experiences
and may be looking toward the job market where he
is required to use standard English. l
lKenneth Johnson, "When Should Standard English be
Taught to Speakers of Nonstandard Negro Dialect?" Language
Learning, XX (June, 1970), 19-30.
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The previous paragraph lists. the contrasting
factors that can be seen to support each side of the
question of using alternative one or one of the other
alternatives. It is also possible to list the factors that
support two other possible contrasting sets. The first
set considers the use of alternative two versus the use
of alternative three or four. It is important to look
at the factors in this question because the use of Dialect
readers and the language experience approach, alternatives
three and four, require that the materials used for reading
instruction follow the dialect pattern while alternative
two does not. Those factors that support using alterna-
tive two are:
1. Problems generated by the lack of acceptance of
the codifying of dialect are by-passed.
2. The child can begin to apply standard forms to
his reading as they become a part of his classroom
form.
3. No new materials need to be developed and no
transition from dialect materials to standard
materials is required.
Those factors that support using alternatives three or
four are:
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1. The child sees his normal language pattern used
in his reading instruction materials; he can see
his spoken English transferred to th·e printed
form.
2. It is not necessary to train teachers in discrimi-
nating reading errors from errors resulting from dia-
lect use.
3. Swedish expe~imentation supports the fact that
learning to read in dialect increases the child's
reading achievement even when a transition to a
new dialect form is required. l
The last se-t of arguments can be developed to
present the supporting factors in the case of alternative
three versus alternative four, the language experience
approach versus the use of diale6t readers. Alternative
three has in its favor:
1. The child's dialect usage can be recorded exactly;
only those patterns that are used are recorded,
which is' significant if cllildren in a particular
lStewart, "Negro Dialect in the Teaching of Reading,"
p. 170.
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group use some standard English patterns in place
1
of some expected Black English patterns.
2. Materials will be relevant to the child and no
new materials have to be produced.
Factors that support the use of alternative four are:
1. Teachers need not be as fluent in dialect as they
must be if they are going to record the dialect
2pattern.
2. The vocabulary load can be controlled.
3. A leveled series of transition materials can be
developed to. ease the child gradually from the
use of dialect materials into the use of regular
standard English materials. 3
It can be seen by reviewing both the factors given
in the last few paragraphs and the problems associated
with using each of the four alt~rnatives that were pre-
sented earlier, that considerable information exists on
the factors that should be considered if one is going to
use one of the four alternatives in teaching ~lack urban
children to read. However, although considerable information
IBlanche I. Serwer, t1Linguistic Support for a Method
of Teaching Beginning Reading to Black Children," Reading
Research Quarterly, IV (Summer, 1969), 458-459.
2Baratz, NCR/ERIC, Ed 034664.
3·Ibid ••
"7j I
is given, there is little conclusive research to support
the use of one program over another. In general, the
various authors consider tIle factors and problems in using
or not using a particular alternative and conclude that
they will support their choice until research proves them
wrong. l1any do recognize the need for substantial research
to define the effects of using their choice or another.
In this chapter the author has discussed Black
English, its llistorical development and .how it differs from
standard English in the two major categories of phonological
and grammatical variables. She 11as considered tile question
of interference and discussed fOJ.1r alternatives suggested
for teaching reading to children who speak Black English.
In reviewing the literature concerning both the role of
interference and the teaching alternatives, she discovered
considerable information on the factors involved and a
dearth of research to support conclusively any of the
arguments that were developed from that information.
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSION
It is incumbent on the teacher in the urban school
that is producing almost universal low achievement in
reading to be dissatisfied with the current status. It
is necessary that she consider all of the possible causes
of reading failure including the possible cause of
dialect interference. However, it is clear after com-
pleting this review of the literature that the question
of the role that Black English plays in an urban Black
child's attempt to learn to read has not been so1ved.
The problem of considering this role is complicated
by the fact that, even though the existence of Black
Eng1ish has been r~cognized by lingu~sts, ~t has not been
recognized by a number of people in the schools. Further,
even if its existence is recognized, acceptance of it as
a valid language system does not automatically follow.
There would seem to be a reluctance in the schools to
accept that a dialect may be different from standard English
and still not represent deficient language development.
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The writer feels that a most significant firs't step to
be taken in the schools is to change this attitude. To
this end, she would recommend that the teacller of Black
urban children should seek preservice or inservice
'training that:
1. acquaints her with basic language principles and
gives her an understanding of elementary linguistics
while developing a respect t6r languages as valid
communication systems.
2. instructs her in the phonological and grammatical
variables that delineate Black. English from stan-
dard Englishlll
3. considers the different specific areas of reading
instruction in which the cllild' s ability to learn
might be affected by his language pattern, in
particular the areas of sound-symbol relationships
(·including developing a familiarity Wittl tile homonyms
that exist in Black English that do not exist in
standard English) ·and unfamiliar sentence structure
and tense markers.
4. equips her to distinguish the child's reading
errors from his oral reading that reflects his
changiIlg the stand.ard form into his dialect form.
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The author further suggests that:
1. Additional research is needed to clarify the role
of interference in learning to read and to define
the effects of using each of the four alternatives
"for teaching reading to the urban Black child.
This research should attempt to overcome the problems
in experimental technique which were seen in much
of the research reviewed.
2. The information that is available from the linguists
should be reviewed by a team of linguists and
reading specialists so that those points most
relevant to the teaching of reading might be
separated froln that material which is more appro-
priate to theoretical lingui·stic arguments.
It should be made clear that it is not necessary for the
teacher merely to wait until additional research data are
available to support the use of one particular teaching
alternative over the others or until a more selective body
of information is developed. She is taking a positive step
toward improving her reading instruction when she develops
a familiarity with the ways in which the child's English
differs from classroom English and realizes that difficulties
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